
Summary of Sensitive Lands Code Amendments 
(Article 50.16) 

 
 
The City is considering changes to the Sensitive Lands Code (Article 50 section 16).  This code 
governs development in areas with a Sensitive Lands Zoning Overlay of Resource Conservation 
(RC) or Resource Protection (RP).  An RC designation applies to significant tree groves.  An RP 
designation applies to streams and wetlands.  RP and RC areas are shown in the City’s current 
zoning atlas.  Properties not already designated as RC or RP are not affected by these changes. 
 
Many of the proposed changes are intended to simplify how the code is applied.  Some are 
corrections to the inconsistent application of terms like “resource area” versus “resource buffer” 
or “yard setback” versus “building setback.” 
 
Changes would also include code changes intended to simplify review by:  
• Eliminating formal review of land disturbance that does not result in actual development (i.e. 

changes such as landscaping and repairs); 
• Clarifying what is meant by “wildlife-friendly” fence; 
• Clarify acceptable designs for pedestrian bridges; 
• Clarifying how much area can be developed on a lot that is entirely covered by a water 

resource and its buffer. 
 
Additionally, the changes would codify some existing practices: 
• allowing a required stream buffer to be counted as part of the required tree grove also; 
• allowing second-story additions that do not impact any new land area; 
• showing both the resource AND its protected buffer in the Sensitive Lands Atlas; 
• giving lake trams the same considerations as driveways;  
• giving bike paths and public transportation facilities the same consideration as public streets; 
• allowing tunneling under a resource for utility installation; 
• allowing signs in resource areas when they are associated with a street or trail;  
• allowing the creation of new lots that take access to the street over an existing entrance in an 

RC or RP area. 
 
The changes would also require the City to: 
• initiate map updates within 60 days if it learns a map is incorrect; 
• consider water-quality and flood-storage impacts in designating new resource areas; 
• protect significant tree groves as RC, even if they were incorrectly mapped as wetlands or 

stream corridors (RP). 
 
Finally, the changes would also require or allow property owners to: 
• apply to remove a resource designation if they believe it is shown incorrectly; 
• consistently mark the boundaries for streams, wetlands, and tree groves when a site is 

developed; 
• not store hazardous materials in sensitive lands, except in household quantities (e.g. 

commercial storage of lawn fertilizer within a stream corridor); 
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• consider alternative site plans before using “buffer averaging” to develop land within 40’ of a 
stream; 

• demonstrate that a tree is hazardous before removing it from an RC or RP area; 
• comply with the construction standards for all development, whether or not the development 

requires a permit; 
• request flexibility in the construction standards when standard methods are impractical.   
 
Other changes would replace the code’s original “stick” diagrams with more realistic drawings. 
The code update would also specifically allow water-dependent uses such as docks along the 
Willamette and Tualatin Rivers.  One other change is proposed: it would require builders to 
remove ivy from natural areas when they develop another portion of the lot. 
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